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Crea I ivity and the City 
RD FLORIDA 

In the fall of 2003 a congress was held in Amsterdam on 'Creativity and the City', based on the ideas of Richard 

Florida, professor in Regional Economic Development at the Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh. In his book 

The Rise of the Creative Class he argues that economic growth in our century will be created by well-educated 

and creative people. Jobs will go where these people can be found, which is mostly in environments with an 

attractive metropolitan climate. 

During the discussion, lorida commented 

on Leadbeater by aski ng how to shapE 

the rise of the creative class? In addition 

to Leadbeater's comments on the design 

of emotions rather than objects, Floridi: 

identified 'scary' aspects about buying 

your identity. "Other people have to bE 

brought in as well. There is not such 

thing as a creative class. (It was a good 

t itle for his book, though!) Everybody is 

creative in his or her daily life acts. The 

way we dress, eat, etcetera, r5e all cre· 

ative acts. Hence creativity is not indivi· 

dual but a social process instead. 

Community and socia l environment are 

fundamenta l elements of creativity." 

Florida continued: "Schools kill creativity. Policy shoulc n( t control but facilitate a 

Creativity happens in the school corridors public platfo m. n this regard it is impor· 

and not in the classrooms. The communi · tant that poll' ici ns adhere to a po licy of 

ty or city that finds this out will be able tolerance. ML lti- ulturalism and tolerance 

to change its economy radically. The real are crucial fc r c eativity because divers i-

challenge for societies is to allow people ty, contrast ~ ne tensions feed creative 

to be creative. It is a question of how to processes." 

take away the obstacles to creativity. 

"People learn only in schools for a coup

le of hundred yea rs. The educational sys

tem should open up to individual lear

ning styles rather than forcing children to 

learn things they do not want, or can 

learn. 

Charles Lane ry (author of The Creative 

City) made ome closing rema rks. 

"We have to ealize that creativity is COIl

text-driven. eing creative is for a large 

part finding olutions which target more 

things at on e, starting with local issues 

and problemr -"p, 87 
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